SCIENCE at work
All about Mary Seacole
WHAT DID MARY SEACOLE DO?
Mary Seacole was a nurse. She was the daughter of a black Jamaican woman and a white
Scottish man. Mary grew up in Jamaica, helping her mother nurse sick and injured people
in their boarding house. When she was 15 she travelled to England and learned more about
nursing. Over the next few years she worked in a scientific way to discover which medicines
were best for treating cholera. She became an expert, saving many people’s lives in Panama
and Jamaica. When the Crimean war broke out, Mary asked to be sent there, but was turned
away by the war office in London. She was so determined to go that she went anyway,
paying for her own travel. With great kindness and skilled nursing, she treated soldiers on
the front line, often under fire. The soldiers called her ‘Mother Seacole’.

Mary Seacole and Florence Nightingale
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This is the only known photograph of Mary
Seacole, taken in London in around 1873.
Can you find any paintings or drawings of her?

During the Crimean War, Mary improved
conditions for soldiers and saved many of
their lives, often in dangerous circumstances.
Florence Nightingale also saved many lives,
but was in less danger herself. But after the
war, Florence became a legendary figure in
British history, and Mary was forgotten.
Until recently hardly anyone had heard of her.
When Mary’s application to nurse wounded
soldiers in Crimea was rejected, she knew
that it was not for lack of experience and
good references, but because she was black.
She cried in the street and said, “Did these
ladies shrink from accepting my aid because
my blood flowed beneath a somewhat duskier
skin than theirs?”

FIND OUT MORE ….
The Mary Seacole Trust - Lots of information and pictures to look at
Facts and pictures about Mary - Find out more about her life and work
Find out more about the challenges Mary faced as a black woman in England

You might like to read The Wonderful Adventures of Mrs Seacole in
Many Lands - Mary Seacole’s autobiography that she wrote in 1857
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Find out about mary seacole

On the other page, you will find some information and ideas to get you thinking
and finding out more about her. What did she do in her life? What made things
difficult for her? Write down the most interesting things you find out.

draw a picture

What did Mary look like?
What uniforms did nurses wear?
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If you could meet
mary Seacole, what
would you ask her?

What would you most like to find out?
Write down your three best questions

Important note: The Primary Science Teaching Trust (PSTT) is not liable for the actions or activity of any person who uses the information in this
resource or in any of the suggested further resources. PSTT assumes no liability with regards to injuries or damage to property that may occur as a
result of using the information on this sheet. PSTT has been pleased to work collaboratively with Spectrum Drama on a number of Science at Work
activities. However, it should be noted that the links above to Spectrum Drama’s website are provided for information purposes only and that PSTT
does not have any input into, or control over, Spectrum Drama's website, content, resources, experiences for schools, or any of the services it
provides, nor does PSTT have any financial agreement with, or commercial interest in, Spectrum Drama. Whilst we hope that you enjoy your school's
experience with Spectrum Drama, PSTT is not responsible for, and does not endorse, the services Spectrum Drama provides and accepts no liability
in relation to, and is unable to comment on, those services or any arrangements made between any school and Spectrum Drama.

Click here to go to spectrum drama for

information about how to meet mary seacole

